Although Lyman continuum (LyC) radiation from star-forming galaxies likely drove the reionization of the Universe, observations of star-forming galaxies at low redshift generally indicate low LyC escape fractions. However, the extreme [O iii]/[O ii] ratios of the z = 0.1 − 0.3 Green Pea galaxies may be due to high escape fractions of ionizing radiation. To analyze the LyC optical depths and ionizing sources of these rare, compact starbursts, we compare nebular photoionization and stellar population models with observed emission lines in the Peas' SDSS spectra. We focus on the six most extreme Green Peas, the galaxies with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and the best candidates for escaping ionizing radiation. The Balmer line equivalent widths and He i λ3819 emission in the extreme Peas support young ages of 3-5 Myr, and He ii λ4686 emission in five extreme Peas signals the presence of hard ionizing sources. Ionization by active galactic nuclei or high-mass X-ray binaries is inconsistent with the Peas' line ratios and ages. Although stacked spectra reveal no Wolf-Rayet (WR) features, we tentatively detect WR features in the SDSS spectra of three extreme Peas. Based on the Peas' ages and line ratios, we find that WR stars, chemically homogeneous O stars, or shocks could produce the observed He ii emission. If hot stars are responsible, the Peas' optical depths are ambiguous. However, accounting for emission from shocks lowers the inferred optical depth and suggests that the Peas may be optically thin. The Peas' ages likely optimize the escape of Lyman-continuum radiation; they are old enough for supernovae and stellar winds to reshape the interstellar medium, but young enough to possess large numbers of UV-luminous O or WR stars.
INTRODUCTION
Radiative feedback from massive stars has powerful effects on both the interstellar medium (ISM) and intergalactic medium (IGM). In the early Universe, massive stars likely produced most of the ionizing radiation responsible for reionization (e.g., Bolton et al. 2005; Bouwens et al. 2012; Fontanot et al. 2012 ). In addition, high-energy radiation from massive stars is a key component of galactic energy budgets and has important consequences for the ISM. This radiation may suppress or trigger additional star formation (Elmegreen & Lada 1977; Haiman et al. 1997) and may escape from H ii regions to generate the diffuse, warm ionized medium (e.g., Reynolds 1984; Oey & Kennicutt 1997) .
The fraction of ionizing radiation that escapes H ii regions and galaxies and the ionizing spectra of massive stars are highly uncertain, however. Near the redshift of reionization, the low-mass galaxies that may contribute most of the ionizing radiation are unobservable (Finkelstein et al. 2012) . Estimates of the galactic escape fraction necessary to sustain reionization range from < 13% to ≥ 50%, depending on the luminosity function and redshift assumed (Finkelstein et al. 2012) . At low redshift, observations of star-forming galaxies give upper limits on the escape fraction of only a few percent (e.g., Leitherer et al. 1995; Heckman et al. 2001; Siana et al. 2010) . At intermediate redshift, the incidence of detected Lyman continuum radiation is rare (e.g., Steidel et al. 2001; Shapley et al. 2006) and made uncertain by possible low-redshift contamination . The intrinsic ionizing spectrum of massive stars is likewise poorly known at all redshifts. This uncertainty translates directly to uncertainties in H ii region and galactic escape fractions (e.g., Shapley et al. 2006; Voges et al. 2008) , nebular conditions, and star formation rates.
Nebular spectra can provide information on both the spectral shape of the incident UV radiation and the optical depth (e.g., Oey et al. 2000; Giammanco et al. 2005; Zastrow et al. 2013 ) but these observations are still out of reach for most high redshift galaxies. Instead, many studies have focused on samples of lowredshift galaxies with properties similar to galaxies at high redshift. One such sample is the 'Green Pea' galaxies (Cardamone et al. 2009 ), a collection of rare emissionline galaxies at z = 0.1 − 0.3 identified in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) through their unusually strong [O iii] λ5007 emission. In particular, due to their extremely high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, which may indicate a deficit of low-ionization emission, the Green Peas are an ideal sample to search for optically thin galaxies. The 80 star-forming Peas resemble high-redshift galaxies through their low metallicities, low extinction, high UV luminosities, and enormous specific star formation rates (Cardamone et al. 2009; Izotov et al. 2011; Amorín et al. 2012a) . Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging of a handful of the Peas reveals clumpy morphologies and super star clusters (Cardamone et al. 2009 ), a common mode of star formation at high redshift (e.g., Cowie et al. 1995; Dickinson et al. 2003; Elmegreen et al. 2005) . The Green Pea sample therefore represents the best opportunity in the local Universe to study high redshift starforming conditions and the escape of ionizing radiation.
The precise origin of the Peas' extreme [O iii]/[O ii] ra-tios is uncertain. One possibility is that the high ratios are the result of a high ionization parameter, U . At a given metallicity, [O iii]/[O ii] increases with U (e.g., Kewley & Dopita 2002; Martín-Manjón et al. 2010) . The dimensionless ionization parameter for photoionized gas is defined as
where Q is the hydrogen-ionizing photon emission rate, n H is the total hydrogen density, r 0 is the inner nebular radius, and c is the speed of light (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006 Hawley (2012) identifies He ii λ4686 emission in nine Peas, providing further evidence for high ionization conditions. The presence of He ii λ4686 emission in the Peas may indicate that the Peas are in the middle of a short-lived phase dominated by emission from Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars (Hawley 2012) . Additional support for the WR scenario comes from observations by Amorín et al. (2012a) , who find broad, WR stellar features in deep spectra of three Peas. However, given the small sample size, it is unclear whether these observations are characteristic of the other Peas.
Studies of the Green Peas and similar galaxies suggest that the Peas may indeed be optically thin. Intermediate redshift Lyα emitters (LAEs) have similar [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and metallicities to the Green Peas, and fits to the LAEs' spectra imply high escape fractions (Nakajima et al. 2012) . The Green Pea sample overlaps with other nearby samples of galaxies, selected on the basis of high Balmer line equivalent widths (Shim & Chary 2012) or high UV surface brightness (Heckman et al. 2005) . Studies of these samples also support a low optical depth. The sample of Hα emitters (HAEs) studied by Shim & Chary (2012) resemble WR galaxies in their UV properties and inferred ionization parameters, although the HAEs are younger and have lower metallicities than the WR galaxies. Shim & Chary (2012) propose that the high ionization parameters inferred in the HAEs may instead indicate a low optical depth and a high escape fraction of ionizing photons. This scenario has also been suggested by Overzier et al. (2009) for a sample of UV-bright Lyman Break Analogs (LBAs), which includes several of the Peas. The LBAs show enhanced [O iii]/Hβ ratios, and many of the LBAs have unusually low ratios of Hα/UV (Overzier et al. 2009 ).
Although a low optical depth could explain these properties, Overzier et al. (2009) conclude, that an aged starburst (> 10 Myr old), dominated by supernova heating, provides a better explanation for the observed spectral properties of the sample. Heckman et al. (2011) investigated the optically thin scenario by using HST observations of C ii λ1335 to infer the optical depth of several LBAs, including one Green Pea. Although the C ii line in the Pea is optically thin, Heckman et al. (2011) point out that the consistency between the galaxy's Hα, UV, and IR luminosities makes the optically thin hypothesis tenuous.
Thus, a variety of ionizing sources and optical depth scenarios may explain the ionization conditions in Green Pea galaxies. In this paper, we consider in particular whether a low optical depth could explain the observed line ratios in the Green Peas with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios. We select six extreme Green Peas from the (Cardamone et al. 2009 ) sample on the basis of their [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, as these galaxies are the most likely to be optically thin. We then compare nebular and stellar population models with the observed line ratios in the six most extreme Peas to evaluate the galaxies' optical depths and ionizing sources. We discuss the spectral line measurements and properties of the Green Peas in §2. In §3, we analyze the observed line ratios and evaluate the potential ionizing sources. We discuss the results and their consequences for the optical depth of the Peas in §4 and summarize our results in §5. We assume a cosmology with H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m = 0.3, and Λ 0 = 0.7 throughout.
DATA AND MEASUREMENTS
The Green Peas are a subset of extreme, compact emission-line galaxies at redshifts between z = 0.1 and z = 0.3 (Izotov et al. 2011) . Cardamone et al. (2009) identify a sample of 103 narrow-line Green Pea galaxies in SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7) through color selection criteria and signal-to-noise (S/N) cuts. The color selection isolates galaxies whose u − r, g − r, r − i, and r − z colors deviate from the normal SDSS galaxy and quasar population due to intense [O iii] λ5007 emission in the r band (Cardamone et al. 2009 ). Using the Baldwin et al. (1981, BPT) diagram to separate active galactic nuclei (AGN) and star-forming galaxies, Cardamone et al. (2009) We obtained spectra for the 80 starbursting Peas listed in Cardamone et al. (2009) from the SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ). We then measured the fluxes and equivalent widths (EWs) of the galaxies' emission lines using the IRAF 1 task splot. As discussed by Amorín et al. (2012b) 
where σ rms is the average root-mean-square value per pixel measured at either side of the spectral line and N is the number of pixels in the line. We simultaneously fit the measured ratios of Hα/Hβ, Hγ/Hβ, and Hδ/Hβ for both reddening and stellar absorption. We adopted intrinsic ratios of 2.86, 0.468, and 0.259, respectively (Storey & Hummer 1995) , which are appropriate for n H = 100 cm −3 and T e =10,000 K. We then corrected the line fluxes for extinction using the Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening law. In many of the Peas, the [O iii] λλ5007,4959/λ4363 ratio indicates an electron temperature much higher than T e =10,000 K. As a result, we re-fit the reddening and stellar absorption for these objects, using the Balmer line ratios at T e =12,500 K or T e =15,000 K from Storey & Hummer (1995) . To estimate the appropriate temperature, we used the IRAF temden routine, assuming a density of 100 cm −3 . We used the errors in the Hα/Hβ ratios to estimate the uncertainties in the extinction correction. We further assumed an uncertainty of 0.04 in the intrinsic Hα/Hβ ratio, corresponding to the change in the intrinsic ratio when T e is varied by 2500 K. The intrinsic ratio is less sensitive to density; increasing the density by an order of magnitude changes the intrinsic Hα/Hβ ratio by only 0.01 or less, depending on the assumed temperature. We then added the reddening uncertainty in quadrature with the flux errors. As noted by Cardamone et al. (2009) , the Peas generally have low extinction, and our average extinction coefficient c(Hβ)= 0.27. The stellar absorption values are also typically low, with a median absorption of 1.05Å, indicating that the spectra are dominated by a young population.
While (Figure 1 ). These extreme Peas have the greatest potential for a low optical depth or unusual ionizing source. Furthermore, five of these extreme Peas have detectable He ii λ4686 emission, which improves our constraints on their ionizing sources ( §3). Line strengths, errors, and EWs for the six extreme Peas, the Peas with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, are listed in Table 2 .
The Peas have high electron temperatures, as expected for low-metallicity objects. After correcting for reddening and stellar absorption as discussed above, we reservatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
calculated the electron temperature. We then calculated the electron density from the observed [S ii] λ6716/λ6731 ratio with temden and iterated until both temperature and density converged. The revised temperatures are still consistent with the temperatures assumed in the reddening calculations. Our calculated temperatures and densities and the metallicity measurements of Izotov et al. (2011) are listed in Table 2 for the extreme Peas. Izotov et al. (2011) 
where SFR is in units of M ⊙ yr −1 and L(Hα) is in ergs s −1 (Kennicutt & Evans 2012) . Our SFRs are higher than the ones found for these objects by Cardamone et al. (2009) , despite our use of the Kennicutt & Evans (2012) relation, which leads to lower SFRs relative to the Kennicutt (1998) relation. We find Hα luminosities for the extreme Peas that are typically a factor of 2 greater than found by Cardamone et al. (2009) due to our different treatment of reddening. Cardamone et al. (2009) assume an intrinsic Hα/Hβ ratio appropriate for T e = 10 4 K for all the Peas, whereas the six extreme Peas have temperatures of ∼15000 K (Table 2 ). In addition, Cardamone et al. (2009) As evident in Table 2 , the extreme Peas have an average metallicity near 0.2 Z ⊙ . At metallicities Z ≤ 0.2 Z ⊙ , temperature gradients in nebulae can cause the direct method to under-or over-estimate metallicities by 0.2-0.5 dex (López-Sánchez et al. 2012) . [O ii] temperature estimates are necessary to correct for this effect, but unfortunately, the [O ii] λλ7319 and 7330 lines are dominated by noise in the SDSS spectra. This metallicity uncertainty should be kept in mind for the extreme Peas J121903, J100918, and J030321, which have metallicities < 0.2 Z ⊙ .
To identify weak lines in the Peas' spectra, we created stacked spectra for several subsets of the Peas. We first corrected the spectra for redshift using the IRAF task dopcor. We then normalized the spectra to the mean flux in the 4200-4300Å range, which is free of strong spectral lines. As a check, we also created stacked spectra using the SDSS continuum-subtracted spectra and no normalization. These additional spectra had a flat continuum, making the hydrogen absorption lines more easily visible. Aside from this difference, using the continuumsubtracted spectra does not change our results. Following the normalization, we re-binned the spectra to a dispersion of 1Å/pixel and averaged the spectra, rejecting pixels that deviated by more than 5σ from the median. We created stacked spectra for the full sample of 78 star- Prieto et al. 2001) . c Using the conversion from Hα luminosity given in Kennicutt & Evans (2012) . d The [S ii] ratio is at the low-density limit, and we are unable to determine a density. e Calculated assuming a density of 100 cm −3 . f The upper limit is calculated from the 1σ errors for the measured [S ii] ratio.
TABLE 2 Properties of the Extreme Green Peas
SDSS ID z a [O iii] λλ4959, 5007/λ4363 [S ii] λ6716/λ6731 Te ne Z b SFR c (K) (cm −3 ) ( Z⊙) ( M⊙yr −1 ) J081552.
Equivalent Widths and Age Constraints
Although several studies have proposed an 'aged starburst' hypothesis to explain the high ionization conditions in the Peas and similar galaxies (e.g., Overzier et al. 2009 ), a number of spectral features suggest younger ages, particularly for the highest ionization Peas. Tables 3 and 4 compare the EWs and corresponding age estimates for the extreme Peas. The Balmer line EWs are large; the full sample of 78 Peas has an average redshiftcorrected Hα EW of 607Å, while the high-ionization Peas in Table 3 have Hα EWs ∼100-1000Å greater than this average. To estimate the Peas' ages, we ran Starburst99 models ) at Z = 0.2 Z ⊙ for a 10 6 M ⊙ instantaneous burst and for continuous star formation with the SFRs in Table 2 . We used a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function from 0.1-150 M ⊙ , the Padova evolutionary tracks and mass-loss rates with AGB stars (Vázquez & Leitherer 2005) , and the Pauldrach et al. (2001) and Hillier & Miller (1998) stellar atmospheres. For the Peas' Hα EWs, the instantaneous burst model places upper limits on the burst ages of 4.2-5.1 Myr (Table 3). The Hβ EWs suggest slightly younger ages, with upper limits of 3.7-4.9 Myr. These latter values may be more reliable due to the low continuum levels in the Hα spectral region and blending with the [N ii] lines. We note, however, that both the Hβ and Hα EWs give similar ages.
An additional indication of the Peas' young ages comes from the detection of the He i λ3819 line. González Delgado et al. (1999) show that this weak line is easily covered up by stellar absorption and is only present for the first 3 Myr following an instantaneous burst of star formation. The He i λ3819 line is evident in the individual spectra of 5 of the 78 Peas, including Peas J101157and J145735, which are among the extreme Peas ( Figure 2 ). Pea J121903 may also exhibit He i λ3819 emission, but the emission is only present at a 2.6σ level. The λ3819 line shows up clearly in each of the stacked spectra as well ( Figure 2) .
The H Balmer lines in the stacked spectra also point to a young age. As with the He i λ3819 line, stellar absorption quickly dominates the higher order Balmer lines (González Delgado et al. 1999 ). The stacked spectra show the entire Balmer series in emission, which again indicates an upper limit of 3 Myr on the age of an instantaneous burst (González Delgado et al. 1999) .
If the star formation is continuous, however, the Peas' ages may be older than 3 Myr. In the case of continuous star formation Starburst99 models, the Balmer line EWs give upper age limits of 7-60 Myr (Table 4) . Similarly, the Balmer emission in the stacked spectra gives an upper age limit of 20 Myr. The observed He i λ3819 EWs indicate young ages, however, even with continuous star formation. Although He i λ3819 can exist in emission for the first 10 Myr of continuous star formation, the observed He i λ3819 EWs imply ages of 3-6 Myr (González Delgado et al. 1999) . Table 3 also lists the stellar mass formed in the burst. To estimate the size of the burst, we compare the observed Hα luminosities with the ionizing photon production rate, Q(H), in the Starburst99 instantaneous burst model. We convert Q(H) to an Hα luminosity using the Balmer line ratios, Case B emissivities, and Case B recombination coefficients at 15,000 K from Storey & Hummer (1995) . We calculate the starburst mass twice: once assuming an age of 3 Myr, as suggested by the He i λ3819 emission, and once with the instantaneous burst age from the Hβ EW. Since the Hα luminosity is roughly constant for the first 3 Myr, the burst mass corresponding to an age of 3 Myr should also be valid for younger ages. As shown in Table 3 , the derived burst masses range from 14-171 million M ⊙ . Using the Peas' total stellar masses from Izotov et al. (2011) and the 3 Myr ages, the bursts account for 2-26% of the total stellar mass of the Peas. If the older ages of 4-5 Myr are adopted, the fraction of the total mass increases. While the burst fractions for four of the extreme Peas remain in the 2-26% range, Peas J121903 and J100918 have burst fractions of 76% and 87% if the older ages are used. Such high fractions may not be realistic, however. In particular, given the detection of He i λ3819 emission in J121903, the younger age and lower burst fraction are preferable.
In either case, continuous or instantaneous star formation, the Peas are evidently young and powerful starbursts. We now turn to the question of the different ionizing sources that may be present in these objects and whether they can explain the observed emission. The Peas themselves may span a range of ages, and different sources may dominate the ionization in individual galaxies.
HIGH IONIZATION LINES AND POSSIBLE ORIGINS
The Green Peas have
ratios ranging from 1.5 to as high as 13.7, which may indicate an extremely high ionization parameter and/or a low optical depth. Several of the Peas show other high ionization lines in their spectra, with strong [Ne iii] λ3869 emission as well as detectable [Ar iv] λ4712, [Ar iv] λ4740, and He ii λ4686. In particular, we detect He ii emission in 5 of the 6 most extreme (i.e., highest
Peas. The presence of these weak, high ionization lines suggests the existence of a hard ionizing radiation field, such as that produced by WR stars. Interestingly, while the high-ionization lines show up clearly in the stacked spectra of the Peas (Figure 3 ), no stellar WR features are visible. In particular, the blue bump at 4640-4650Å, red bump at 5808Å, and broad He ii λ4686 component are absent. Instead, the He ii emission line appears narrow, suggesting a nebular origin. In the Peas' individual spectra, the S/N is lower, but WR features are tentatively present in three of the extreme Peas (Figure 4) . Some or all of the Peas may therefore fall into a mysterious class of galaxies with He ii emission but no WR features (Guseva et al. 2000; Thuan & Izotov 2005; Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) . Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) have recently analyzed 2865 He ii-emitting galaxies in SDSS. They find that the fraction of He ii-emitters without WR features systematically increases with decreasing metallicity (Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) . Possible origins for the He ii emission include WR stars with weak stellar lines, chemically homogeneous massive stars, AGNs, high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs), and fast, radiative shocks (Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) . The precise cause of the He ii emission may vary from galaxy to galaxy, however. Here, we specifically evaluate these proposed ionizing sources for the six extreme Peas. We note that if the Peas are indeed optically thin, their low opti- cal depths would further enhance their He ii/Hβ ratios by decreasing the observed Hβ emission. We therefore use both density-bounded and radiation-bounded models to evaluate the possible explanations for the He ii emission and line ratios observed in the most extreme Green Peas.
In Table 5 , we list the He ii luminosities and the WR blue bump luminosities or 1σ limits for the 6 extreme Peas. We calculate the 1σ blue bump and He ii detection limits using Equation 2, correcting for reddening, and assuming rest-frame line widths of 75Å and 7.07 A, respectively. The He ii width of 7.07Å is the average rest-frame width of the detected λ4686 lines. The adopted blue bump width corresponds to the maximum extent of the blue bump seen in the composite WN spectra of Crowther & Hadfield (2006) . As the actual extent of the blue bump may be less than this value (see e.g., Fernandes et al. 2004) , these limits are likely overestimates. In addition, we calculate the detection limits for the WR Si iii λ4565 line by assuming it has the same width as the He ii line. Any proposed explanation for the high ionization emission must be consistent with the ages and starburst masses of the galaxies and these constraints on the WR and He ii emission.
Stellar WR Feature
Although the narrow width of the observed He ii λ4686 line seems to indicate a nebular origin, a narrow stellar line could contribute some portion of the emission. In particular, while most WR stars have broad He ii emission lines, the WN9 subtype has a He ii λ4686 full width at half maximum (FWHM) of only 6 ± 2Å (Chandar et al. 2003) . Our observed He ii FWHMs range from ∼ 3 − 5Å, slightly lower than the WN9 FWHMs. For comparison, the SDSS spectral resolution at these wavelengths is ∼ 2 − 3Å, which suggests these lines are unresolved and not stellar in origin. Given the low S/N of the He ii line and the uncertainty in the WN9 FWHM, however, we cannot rule out the WN9 stellar line hypothesis. Furthermore, observations suggest that late-type WR stars may have weaker or narrower lines at lower metallicities (Conti et al. 1989; Crowther & Hadfield 2006) . Assuming the He ii is purely stellar in origin, we derive the number of WN9 stars necessary to produce the observed He ii line luminosities. We adopt the λ4686 luminosities for late-type WN (WNL) stars given in Brinchmann et al. (2008) :
Since the Peas have average metallicities of ∼ 0.2 Z ⊙ , we calculate the number of WNL stars using both luminosities and list the derived numbers in Table 6 . Brinchmann et al. derived the λ4686 luminosities from WN5-WN6 stars, which are more well studied than WN9 stars. However, WN5-6 stars generally have stronger He ii emission than WN9 stars (e.g., Crowther & Hadfield 2006) . The mean He ii λ4686 luminosity of WN5-WN6 stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is a factor of 2.4 greater than that of WN7-WN9 stars (Crowther & Hadfield 2006) . We therefore note that the required number of WN9 stars may be underestimated.
In addition to the blue bump emission at λ4640 from N iii, WN9 stars show Si iii λ4565 emission (Guseva et al. 2000) . Based on the blue bump and Si iii luminosities or 1σ detection limits (Table 5) , we calculate the number of WN9 stars that could be present and list these values in Table 6 . We adopt the WNL blue bump luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008) , which are 4.0 × 10 35 ergs s −1 for Z < 0.2 Z ⊙ and 6.3 × 10 35 ergs s −1 for Z ≥ 0.2 Z ⊙ . Schaerer & Vacca (1998) list WNL star blue bump luminosities of ∼ 2 × 0 36 ergs s −1 . Adopting these higher values would result in significantly lower estimates of the number of WNL stars present. For the Si iii λ4565 luminosity, we adopt L(λ4565) = 6.6 × 10 35 ergs s −1 from Guseva et al. (2000) . We note that each of these line luminosities may be uncertain by a factor of two (Crowther & Hadfield 2006) . Even within a given WN subtype, He ii and blue bump luminosities span a wide range of values (Crowther & Hadfield 2006) , and Guseva et al. (2000) admit that the Si iii λ4565 luminosities are poorly known.
Assuming the Z < 0.2 Z ⊙ values, the extreme Peas would need to contain 13,000-68,000 WN9 stars to account for the observed λ4686 luminosities (Table 6) . As in §2.1, we compute the number of O stars in the Peas by comparing the observed Hα luminosities to the ionizing photon rates in Staburst99 models. We determine how many 10 6 M ⊙ bursts would generate the observed Hα luminosities and scale the number of O stars in the Starburst99 models accordingly. We note that this approach accounts for the WR contribution to the Hα emission.
As before, we use both the Hβ EW-derived ages and an age of 3 Myr. From the estimated numbers of O stars, the required low-metallicity WN9 population indicates WR/O ratios of 0.05-0.34 (Table 6 ). In all but one case, these high WR/O ratios are impossible to match with either the instantaneous burst or continuous star formation Starburst99 models. Furthermore, while the blue bump limits are consistent with this number of WN9 stars at the 3σ level, the Si iii limits do not allow such a large population of WN9 stars.
A population of WN9 stars with the Z ≥ 0.2 Z ⊙ luminosities could be possible. The Peas would need 2,000-12,000 WN9 stars, resulting in WR/O ratios of 0.01-0.06. The Starburst99 models show that these WR/O ratios occur in an instantaneous burst between 3 and 5 Myr in age. The 1σ blue bump and Si iii λ4565 detection limits are also compatible with this number of WN9 stars. As WNL stars may exist on the main sequence (e.g., Martins et al. 2008 Martins et al. , 2009 Gräfener et al. 2011) , younger ages are also not in conflict with the existence of a WNL population.
Although the presence of sufficient WN9 stars is possible, it is by no means certain. The feasibility of the WN9 scenario depends strongly on the assumed emission line luminosities. To account for the observed He ii emission, the WN9 stars in the Peas must have the high He ii luminosities characteristic of stars with Z ≥ 0.2 Z ⊙ . While the exact metallicity dependence of WNL line luminosities is not yet understood, the lower line luminosities associated with metal-poor stars are probably more appropriate for the Peas. Even these latter luminosities may be higher than is realistic, however. As discussed above, the adopted WN9 He ii line luminosities may be overestimated by a factor of 2-3. Finally, none of the higher S/N stacked spectra show any evidence of WR features (Figure 3) , although the blue bump emission in the lowmetallicity case should be almost as strong as He ii λ4686. Given the significant uncertainties in the WN9 luminosities and line widths (e.g., Crowther & Hadfield 2006), we cannot definitively rule out the WN9 scenario. However, we conclude that stellar emission from WN9 stars is unlikely to be the dominant source of the observed He ii emission. To test this hypothesis, we create a grid of photoionization models with CLOUDY version 10.00 (Ferland et al. 1998 ) for nebulae around stars of different spectral types. We use the Smith et al. (2002) model grids at Z = 0.2 Z ⊙ for main sequence O stars of spectral types O3-O6 and for WN and WC stars with core temperatures of 45,000 K-120,000 K; the WR core temperatures correspond to a stellar optical depth of 10. The grids use WMBasic stellar atmosphere models (Pauldrach et al. 2001) for the O stars and CMFGEN models (Hillier & Miller 1998) for the WR stars.
Since the ionization parameter is set by a combination of nebular geometry, density, and input radiation field (Equation 1), we vary these parameters in our models. Our input stellar spectral energy distributions are scaled to a constant hydrogen-ionizing photon rate of Q(H) = 10 49.5 photons s −1 , which is the Q(H) value of an O3 V star at 0.2 Z ⊙ (Smith et al. 2002) . We have run additional models with Q(H) = 10 50 photons s −1 ; this change does not affect our results. For each spectral type, we vary the inner radius (r in )of the nebula from 0.5 pc to 8 pc and the hydrogen density from 0.01 to 1000 cm −3 . These inner radii correspond to a wide range of morphologies; r in ranges from 0.2% to 99.9% of the outer radius of the ionized gas (r out ). Morphologies with r in /r out < 5% only appear in models with n H ≤ 10 cm −3 . Extremely thin shell morphologies, with r in /r out > 95%, appear in some of the high density models and are marked with open circles in the figures.
The gas phase metallicities match the stellar metallicities in each model run. We use element abundances from McGaugh (1991) , interpolating between Z = 0.15 Z ⊙ and Z = 0.30 Z ⊙ . For the abundances of all other elements, we use the CLOUDY gas-phase ISM abundances (Cowie & Songaila 1986; Savage & Sembach 1996) and scale the abundances of the α-elements to the O abundance from McGaugh (1991) . We set the turbulence to 4 km s −1 and the grain abundances to 20% of the CLOUDY ISM value (Mathis et al. 1977) . Changing the turbulence to 40 km s −1 does not affect our results. We analyze the resulting line emission from both radiation-bounded and density-bounded scenarios by examining the cumulative line fluxes at different radii within the nebulae. The fluxes at low radii correspond to optically thin scenarios, since the gas has not fully absorbed all the ionizing photons at that radius. Figure 5 , even though both WR and O star models can match the other line ratios, only the hottest, early-type WR stars, with core temperatures greater than 70,000 K, can produce the observed He ii/Hβ ratios.
Using the He + -ionizing photon rates from Smith et al. (2002) for the hottest WN and WC stars, we calculate the number of extreme early-type WR stars necessary to account for the observed He ii luminosities. We use the helium emissivities and recombination coefficients from Storey & Hummer (1995) for n e = 100 cm −3 and T e = 15, 000 K. Tables 7 and 8 list the numbers of earlytype WN (WNE) and WC (WCE) stars. The resulting WR/O ratios, calculated as in §3.1, are a few percent, which matches the expected value for a 3-4 Myr old instantaneous burst. However, if the star formation is continuous, the Starburst99 models show that the WR/O ratios should never increase above 0.016 due to the continued production of new O stars.
While the WR/O ratios are reasonable, at least for an instantaneous burst, we also consider whether the constraints on WR stellar features are consistent with this number of WR stars. The blue bump emission of WNE stars comes from N v λ4603-4620, and the WNE stars have weaker blue bump luminosities than the WNL stars (Brinchmann et al. 2008 ). Thus, the required population of 2000-9000 WNE stars could easily go unnoticed in the Peas' spectra (see Table 7 ). WNE stars do have strong and broad He ii λ4686 emission, however. Adopting the Z < 0.2 Z ⊙ and Z ≥ 0.2 Z ⊙ WNE λ4686 luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008) , we find that the broad component should be 6%-30% the strength of the nebular component, respectively. Although we do not see any broad He ii component in the stacked spectra, we cannot rule out the presence of WNE stars, particularly if the lower metallicity luminosities are valid.
The WCE stars should also have broad He ii emission, blended with C iii λ4650 and C iv λ4658 (e.g., Crowther & Hadfield 2006) . From the WCE λ4686 and λ4650 luminosities of Crowther & Hadfield (2006) , the broad He ii component should be 89% as strong as the a Number of stars needed to produce the observed He ii luminosity. b Inferred WCE population from C iii+C iv λλ4650-4658, using the WCE star C iii and C iv luminosities of Crowther & Hadfield (2006) . The C iii+C iv emission may be contaminated by nebular [Fe iii].
nebular emission. The lack of this broad emission in the stacked spectra (Figure 3) indicates that thousands of WCE stars are unlikely to be present in most Peas. One Pea that might plausibly have WCE stars is J030321, which appears to have broad λλ4650-4670 emission (Figure 4) . The strength of this emission is consistent with the number of WCE stars required to produce the observed He ii. As with the WNE stars, Starburst99 models can match the inferred WC/O ratios with an instantaneous burst but not with continuous star formation. The above calculations show that photoionization by early-type WR stars is possible. In reality, the nebular gas in the Peas is likely photoionized by stars of many different spectral types. Consequently, we ran CLOUDY photoionization models with the 10 6 M ⊙ Starburst99 instantaneous burst model ( §2.1) as the input ionizing spectrum. The nebular model parameters are the same as described for the single-star models, except for the inner radius, which we varied from 20-81 pc. As before, these models occasionally produce thin shell nebulae, where r in /r out > 95%. We denote radiationbounded, thin shell models by open circles in the figures. The other optically thick models have r in /r out between 8.6 and 95%. The thin shell models may be valid if dense filaments dominate the Peas' nebular emission. In addition, unlike the single-star CLOUDY models, the hydrogen-ionizing photon rate, Q(H), varies as a function of the age of the starburst.
We plot the CLOUDY and Starburst99 results for several emission line ratios in Figures 6-9 . Ages of ∼ 4-5 Myr, when the burst contains a high fraction of WR stars, do the best job of fitting the observed He ii/Hβ ratios. At all ages, the models have difficulty matching the observed [O ii]/Hβ ratios. Part of this discrepancy arises from the modeled nebular morphology. The models treat the ionized gas as a shell surrounding an inner cavity. While this is an appropriate model for a single superbubble, the ionized gas in the Peas is likely much less homogeneous. By adding a filling factor and treating the ionized gas as dense clumps in a lower density medium, we obtain an improved fit to the [O ii]/Hβ emission (Figures 8 and 9 ; see also Zastrow et al. 2013) . We adopt filling factors of 1, 0.1, and 0.01, where the filling factor indicates the volume of the gas occupied by clumps of a given density. The remaining volume is treated as a vacuum. The filling factor models are still offset to lower [O iii]/[O ii] ratios than we observe, which may indicate a need for higher temperature sources. As we discuss in the next section, unusually hot massive stars could explain this discrepancy.
The CLOUDY models support both optically thick and optically thin scenarios, depending on the nebular parameters. In general, the models with higher densities and larger inner radii imply lower optical depths. For densities n < 1000 cm −3 , the strength of the [O ii]/Hβ ratio implies a high optical depth, while the combination of [Ne iii]/Hβ and [Ar iv]/[Ar iii] ratios suggests a low optical depth. For the n = 1000 cm −3 models, applicable to Pea J121903, the [O ii]/Hβ ratio supports a low optical depth if the inner radius is larger than 50 pc or if the filling factor is 0.01. The other line ratios generally favor low optical depths for n = 1000 cm −3 and an inner radius larger than 30 pc and high optical depths in the other models. We discuss the optical depth further in §4.
Photoionization by WR stars is a viable explanation for the Peas' line ratios, as long as the starbursts are old enough to have a sizeable WR population. The clear detection of the He i λ3819 line in Peas J121903, J101157, and J145735 (see §2.1) calls this interpretation into question. In addition, the WR hypothesis depends strongly on our choice of WR line luminosities. While hot WR stars may account for part of the He ii emission in the high-ionization Peas, additional causes of the emission may be required for the youngest Peas.
Homogeneously-Evolved O Stars
If WR stars are not present, hot, low-metallicity O stars could perhaps be the source of the hard ionizing photons. In the past few decades, studies have increasingly recognized that massive, rotating stars at low metallicity can achieve much higher effective temperatures than ordinary O stars. At low metallicity, weaker stellar winds make it difficult for stars to lose angular momentum (Langer 1998) , and as a result, stars can maintain high rotational velocities. The associated rotational mixing may then result in chemically homogeneous or quasi-homogeneous evolution (e.g., Maeder 1987; Yoon et al. 2006) . Chemically homogeneous O stars may have effective temperatures much higher than expected for their mass. For instance, Brott et al. (2011a) show that, at the metallicity of the LMC, stars more massive than 20 M ⊙ may reach temperatures as high as 60,000-70,000 K. The highest mass stars are the most likely to evolve homogeneously and reach such high temperatures (e.g., Brott et al. 2011a ). These stars also evolve more quickly than lower mass O stars and could be present in young starbursts. For instance, Brott et al. (2011a) show that 60 M ⊙ stars at Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) metallicity can reach 60,000 K within 3.4 Myr. These high temperature O stars may be plentiful in low-metallicity starbursts and could provide the necessary high-energy photons for the Peas' He ii emission.
As a test, we consider the 60,000 K O star models of Kudritzki (2002) . We ran a single-star H ii region CLOUDY model as described in §3.2.1 for the T eff = 60, 000 K, log(L/ L ⊙ ) = 7.03 luminosity O star model. Figure 10 shows that a 60,000 K O star continues the trend of increasing He ii/Hβ with effective temperature. The 60,000 K O star model still under-predicts the observed He ii/Hβ ratio. However, O stars with temperatures above 60,000 K could result in higher He ii/Hβ ratios.
To determine the number of hot O stars needed to generate the observed He ii luminosities, we use the ionizing photon rates from Kudritzki (2002) for the log(L/ L ⊙ ) = 7.03, 60,000 K star (see Figure 11 of Kudritzki 2002) and emissivities and recombination rates for T e = 15, 000 K and n H = 100 cm −3 (Storey & Hummer 1995) . Table 9 lists the calculated numbers of hot O stars. The number of 60,000 K O stars required to explain the Peas' emission represent 0.4-3% of their total O star populations. For comparison, at ages less than 3 Myr, the instantaneous burst Starburst99 model shows that 8-18% of O stars have spectral types earlier than O4. Therefore, if the earliest spectral types evolve homogeneously, this population could account for the high ionization lines observed in the Peas. Nevertheless, we caution that the ex- istence of chemically homogeneous massive stars has not yet been confirmed, even in local, low-metallicity galaxies (e.g., Brott et al. 2011b ). More research is necessary to establish whether homogeneous stars are present in the Peas.
Active Galactic Nuclei
Although the BPT diagram indicates the Peas are star-forming, many of the galaxies lie close to the maximum starburst line of Kewley et al. (2001) , which marks a theoretical separation between starbursts and AGN. Given their proximity to this line, the Peas could have some AGN contribution to their emission (Figure 11) . Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) show that a plot of He ii λ4686/Hβ versus [N ii] λ6584/Hα results in a much cleaner separation between AGN and star-forming galaxies. Figure 11 shows the Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) diagnostic for the Green Peas with He ii λ4686 detections. The line indicates the region where AGN contribute 10% of the observed He ii flux. All the observed He ii fluxes lie below this line, solidly in the star-forming regime, confirming that AGN activity contributes negligibly to the high ionization emission in the Peas.
High-Mass X-ray Binaries
Following a starburst event, HMXBs could be a significant source of hard photons. In addition, HMXB luminosities may be higher at the low metallicities characteristic of the Peas. Given the increase of X-ray heating with metallicity, black holes may be able to accrete more gas at low metallicity (Thuan et al. 2004) . Alternatively, the weaker winds and lower mass loss rates of low metallicity stars may lead to the formation of higher mass black holes (Thuan & Izotov 2005; Fragos et al. 2012 ). In three low-metallicity blue compact dwarf (BCD) galaxies, Kaaret et al. (2011) find X-ray luminosities an order of magnitude higher than expected from the SFR. The metallicities of these sources are lower than the Green Peas, however, with Z < 0.07 Z ⊙ ; HMXB luminosities at 0.2 Z ⊙ might not show such a dramatic increase.
While an HMXB scenario is appealing, it faces a number of problems when applied to the Peas. The Peas' young ages may be at odds with the HMXB interpretation, as the formation of HMXBs requires both the formation of a compact object and additional time for the evolution of the companion star (Ghosh & White 2001) . The first HMXBs appear 4 Myr after a burst of star formation (Linden et al. 2010) , which is inconsistent with the upper age limits for at least one of the Peas. In addition, the simulations of Linden et al. (2010) show that HMXB numbers and luminosities have a complex dependence on metallicity. In fact, at 5 Myr after a burst, highmetallicity galaxies have a greater number of luminous HMXBs than low-metallicity galaxies. Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) for the Peas with He ii λ4686 detections; the line indicates the point at which an AGN contributes 10% of the He ii emission. In this diagram, the Peas are clearly separate from the AGN regime.
At a burst age of 4-5 Myr and Z = 0.2 Z ⊙ , Linden et al. (2010) predict the formation of 5 HMXBs with X-ray luminosities greater than 10 36 ergs s −1 per 10 6 M ⊙ burst. Four of these HMXBs would qualify as ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs) with X-ray luminosities above 10 39 ergs s −1 . The ULX population peaks at this age, while the HMXB population reaches its peak a few Myr later (Linden et al. 2010) . Scaling these numbers to the calculated burst masses of the Peas, we would expect 68-854 luminous HMXBs and 54-683 ULXs at an age of 4-5 Myr. Kaaret et al. (2004) report the detection of strong He ii λ4686 emission, with a luminosity of 2.7×10 36 ergs s −1 , around a ULX nebula in Holmberg II; the galaxy has a metallicity near 0.2 Z ⊙ (Moustakas et al. 2010) . Adopting this luminosity for the He ii emission produced by a ULX, the extreme Peas would need 2100-11,000 ULXs to account for their He ii luminosities. Even if the Peas are old enough to have an HMXB population, this number of ULXs is more than an order of magnitude larger than expected. The Grimm et al. (2003) relation between the SFR and the number of luminous HMXBs results in an even worse discrepancy, with only 20-89 HMXBs expected in the Peas. We conclude that HMXBs are an unlikely source of the observed He ii emission.
3.5. Shocks Guseva et al. (2000) and Thuan & Izotov (2005) propose fast, radiative shocks as a means of generating He ii emission in galaxies without WR stars. In a study of BCDs, Thuan & Izotov (2005) observe emission from Ne 4+ and Fe 4+ , which have ionization potentials even higher than He + . Radiative shocks can naturally account for the existence of these highly ionized emission lines. In addition, the [O iii] λλ4959,5007 and Hβ lines in the BCDs exhibit broad wings indicative of high velocity gas (Thuan & Izotov 2005 (Izotov et al. 2006) . The latter emission lines are likely photoionized by the youngest clusters in the galaxy. The He ii emission, on the other hand, is associated with older clusters, which supports an interpretation of supernova remnant (SNR) shock ionization (Izotov et al. 2006) . Thuan & Izotov (2005) argue that fast, radiative shocks are most effective in dense, lowmetallicity, super star clusters, conditions which likely characterize the star-forming environments of the Green Peas.
Supernovae, galactic outflows, or mergers could lead to fast shocks (Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) , and the Peas show evidence for these processes. Broad emission-line wings and multiple velocity components indicate highvelocity inflows and outflows in the Peas (Amorín et al. 2012b) . The Peas' offset in the mass-metallicity relation likewise suggests the presence of low-metallicity gas inflows or metallicity-dependent, supernova-driven outflows (Amorín et al. 2010) . Merger-induced shocks may also be present, as shown by the disturbed morphologies and presence of companion galaxies in HST images of the Peas (Overzier et al. 2008; Cardamone et al. 2009 ).
We detect emission from [O i] λ6300 and [N i] λ5200, which are characteristic of shocks. Weak [N i] emission is visible in Pea J101157's spectrum as well as in the stacked spectra. We do not detect the [Ne v] or [Fe v] lines discussed by Thuan & Izotov (2005) , but their data show that these lines are substantially weaker than He ii. Another non-detected shock line is [Mg i] λ4571. The Mappings III shock models of Allen et al. (2008) show that low ratios of [Mg i]/He ii can only be obtained for high magnetic field strengths, 10µG. Magnetic field strengths of 20-50µG have been observed in starburst galaxies (e.g., Klein et al. 1988; Chyży & Beck 2004) . Radio observations indicate that the Green Peas have similar magnetic field strengths of > 30µG (Chakraborti et al. 2012) , consistent with the non-detection of [Mg i]. Figure 12 shows the detected and non-detected shock lines in the highionization Pea stacked spectrum.
From the Mappings III shock model grids (Allen et al. 2008) , the observed He ii/[O i] ratios in the extreme Peas support shock velocities between ∼ 200 and ∼ 700 km s −1 . The observed Hα full-width-at-zerointensity values show that the Peas do have gas moving at these velocities. In the extreme Peas, these broad wings range from ∼ ±400-800 km s −1 , similar to the velocities observed by Thuan & Izotov (2005) . We do not detect any significant velocity shift in the centers of the He ii or [O i] lines, and their FWHM values are similar to the Hα FWHM. Higher resolution observations are necessary to determine whether the He ii emission has any unusual velocity components.
Both shocks and photoionization may contribute to the observed nebular emission. To analyze the ionizing spectrum and the optical depth, therefore, we need to subtract the shock contribution. We use the Allen et al. (2008) Mappings III models at SMC and LMC metallicity and assume that all the observed He ii λ4686 emission comes from shocks. We include emission from the shock's precursor, pre-shock gas that is photoionized by UV and X-ray emission produced in the shock (Allen et al. 2008) . We then derive the intrinsic photoionized line ratios us-
where
and
In the above equations, A is the emission line flux of interest, H is the Hβ line flux, the subscript o indicates observed values, and the subscript s indicates the modeled shock values. In addition to the two metallicities, we use the modeled shock values for magnetic field strengths of 0.5-10 µG and velocities from 300-1000 km s −1 . Figures 13 and 14 compare the corrected photoionized line ratios for the two youngest Peas with the Starburst99 and CLOUDY models described in §3.2.1.
The models show that when the additional flux contribution of shocks is taken into account, the optical depth implied by the nebular line ratios decreases. As the shock contribution to lower ionization lines, such as thin regime. Furthermore, the presence of shocks can raise the Hα/Hβ ratio, leading to an overestimate of the dust extinction (Nakajima et al. 2012) . If the dust abundance is overestimated, the Peas' [O ii]/Hβ ratios should be lower, and their [O iii]/[O ii] ratios should be higher. This change would move the Peas farther into the optically thin regime, in a direction opposite to the reddening arrow in Figures 6-9 and 13-14. The inferred optical depth of the Peas depends strongly on the inner nebular radius and shock properties assumed, however. In particular, lower velocity shocks have a larger effect on the inferred optical depth. The shock emission also depends on the density, which may differ from the density of the photoionized gas. The SMC and LMC shock models of Allen et al. (2008) have a fixed density of 1 cm −3 . The Mappings III solar metallicity models indicate that higher density shocks have less effect on the Peas' observed line ratios. If the density of the shock-heated gas is greater than 1 cm −3 , the inferred optical depth would be greater than that implied by Figures 13-14 . An additional uncertainty comes from the modeled magnetic field strength, which is somewhat weaker than the Peas' magnetic fields. Although the presence of shocks shifts the Peas toward lower optical depths, the galaxies' line ratios still appear offset to higher [O ii]/Hβ ratios and/or lower [O iii]/[O ii] ratios by factors of ∼1.5-2 relative to the n < 1000 cm −3 model grids (see e.g., Figure 13 ). One possible explanation for this offset is that higher density models are more appropriate for the extreme Peas. If shocks are indeed present, they may contribute a substantial fraction of the observed [S ii] emission, which may lead to incorrect density estimates ( §2). The existence of lower ionization nebulae within the Peas may also resolve the discrepancy. Figure 6 . The figure shows the CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids for n H = 300 cm −3 and a filling factor of 0.1. The black cross indicates the observed ratios of Pea J101157. The 1σ errors are indicated by the cross in the lower left of the plot. The squares and X's indicate the line ratios with the shock contribution subtracted. The squares correspond to shock models at LMC metallicity, and the X's indicate SMC metallicity. The symbol size indicates the magnetic field strength; large symbols correspond to 10 µG models, intermediate-size symbols correspond to 3.23 µG, and small symbols correspond to 0.5 µG. Symbol colors denote shock velocity: blue for 300 km s −1 models, green for 500 km s −1 models, and orange for 1000 km s −1 models. Accounting for a shock contribution to the Peas' emission decreases their inferred optical depth.
reddening corrections or higher metallicities for the Peas could also lessen the offset; however, the uncertainties in these quantities are too low to completely explain the disagreement. Finally, as mentioned in §3.2, a population of hot, low-metallicity stars could provide an additional means of increasing the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio. Given the current lack of evidence for such stars, however, we conclude that the presence of multiple nebulae and higher densities in the star-forming regions are the more likely explanations.
Despite these uncertainties, the CLOUDY models show that including shock emission lowers the inferred optical depths of the Peas, in some cases dramatically. If the shocks are due to SN activity, the Peas must be old enough for such events to take place. As a test, we consider Pea J101157, the highest EW Pea and potentially the youngest. Our results for the other extreme Peas are comparable. From the observed He ii and the modeled He ii/Hα ratios, we estimate how many SNe are necessary to account for the He ii emission. Assuming all the He ii is due to shocks, the modeled He ii/Hα ratios imply that shocks provide 5.6 × 10 40 -4. He ii and Hα luminosities. While the former value could be reached in less than 4 Myr following an instantaneous burst, the latter value requires more than 6 Myr. However, if the SNRs are extremely bright (10 38 ergs s −1 ), as might be expected for a young burst, than the required number of SNe drops to only 560-4500, 0.4-5% of Pea J101157's O stars. The first SNe at ∼3.5-4 Myr could provide the necessary Hα and He ii luminosities. The ages for the continuous star formation case are similar; 5000 SNe would go off within the first 5 Myr.
One example of a Pea-like galaxy that may have shock-induced He ii emission is II Zw 40, a nearby BCD that shares many properties with the Green Peas. It has a metallicity of 0.2 Z ⊙ and an Hβ EW of 272Å (Guseva et al. 2000) , suggesting a similar age to the Peas. In addition, II Zw 40 has detectable WR features, including the blue bump and Si iii λ4565, but the blue bump is dominated by the much stronger nebular emission of He ii, [Fe iii], and [Ar iv] (Guseva et al. 2000) . The much weaker strength of the WR features compared to the nebular emission shows that these features could easily be below our detection limits. Based on the similarities between He ii-emitting galaxies with and without WR features, Guseva et al. (2000) suggest that shocks generate some of the nebular He ii emission, even in WR galaxies. The presence of weak [Fe v] λ4227 emission and high-velocity emission-line wings in II Zw 40 supports the Fig. 14.-The grid is described in Figure 6 , and the symbols are described in Figure 13 . Both panels show the CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids for n H =1000 cm −3 . The model in the top panel uses a filling factor of 0.1, and the bottom panel uses a filling factor of 0.01. The black cross indicates the observed ratios of Pea J121903.
shock hypothesis (Thuan & Izotov 2005) . Although II Zw 40 is unlikely to be optically thin (e.g., Joy & Lester 1988; Beck et al. 2002) , it shows that shock ionization of He ii is feasible at the Peas' metallicities and ages. Thus, even if WR stars are present in the Green Peas, shock heating may still be the primary origin of the high ionization nebular lines.
The above analysis demonstrates that shock-heating from the earliest SNe could account for the observed He ii emission. In addition, shocks due to a galaxy merger or gas infall could occur even earlier, and younger ages for the Peas could be possible. If shocks are present, the Peas' high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios may indicate a low optical depth.
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE OPTICAL DEPTH
The source of the high ionization emission in the extreme Green Peas could be WN9 stars, early-type WR stars, chemically homogeneous O stars, shocks, or some combination of these sources. Each of these sources has different implications for the escape of ionizing radiation, which we now discuss.
If the He ii emission is a stellar feature or due to stellar photoionization, the Peas' optical depth is ambiguous. Low density models, with n < 100 cm −3 indicate a high optical depth. At higher densities, consistent with the Peas' [S ii] ratios, whether or not the Peas are optically thin depends on the inner nebular radius and the filling factor. For instance, decreasing the filling factor of the dense gas decreases the inferred optical depth (see Figures 6 and 8) .
Increasing the inner radius lowers the ionization parameter; the high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios we observe would then have to be due to a low optical depth. Unlike the CLOUDY models, the emission from the Peas is not likely to originate from a single H ii region. However, if the emission is dominated by one cluster or several similar clusters, we can estimate which CLOUDY model geometries may be most reasonable.
The stellar winds of WR stars may blow cavities of 50 pc or more in the ISM (e.g., Oey 1996) , and SN explosions will expand the superbubble cavity further. The broad wings in the Peas' Hα emission may already indicate that stellar feedback is evacuating gas around the star clusters and driving galactic winds (Amorín et al. 2012b ). Strickland & Stevens (1999) simulate a superbubble around a 10 5 M ⊙ cluster at 0.25 Z ⊙ , expanding into an ambient medium with density n = 100 cm −3 . The superbubble cavity reaches a radius of 50 pc within 3.5 Myr and expands to 70 pc within 4.5 Myr. The radius scales with cluster mass as R ∝ (M/n) 1/5 (Castor et al. 1975; Strickland & Stevens 1999) , so for our 10 6 M ⊙ Starburst99 simulation, the cavity radii should be 79 and 111 pc, respectively. If we increase the density by a factor of 10, as appropriate for Pea J121903, the radii remain 50-70 pc. Therefore, for our 10 6 M ⊙ starburst CLOUDY models, the models with inner radii greater than 50 pc may have the most realistic geometries. Models with these inner radii and n > 100 cm −3 generally indicate a low optical depth (see Figure 9) .
The exact optical depth of the Peas also depends on their age and the resulting ionizing spectrum. For instance, Figure 6 shows that for a given inner radius, a 5 Myr-old model gives a slightly lower optical depth than a 4 Myr-old model. The ionizing spectrum of chemically homogeneous O stars is highly uncertain, and the existence of 60,000 K homogeneous stars has not been observationally confirmed. We cannot determine the optical depth of the Peas if their ionization is due to a chemically homogeneous population. Thus, while we cannot assess the precise optical depth of the extreme Peas, a low optical depth remains plausible, particularly for the Peas with the highest densities.
As discussed in §3.5, including a shock contribution to the Peas' line fluxes decreases estimates of their optical depth. This same situation is apparent in the spectra of DEM L301, an LMC superbubble. Oey et al. (2000) show that a combination of shock-heating and densitybounding explain DEM L301's emission, although at first glance, the line ratios appear to indicate radiationbounding. Voges et al. (2008) confirm that DEM L301 is indeed optically thin.
Not only do SNe affect the nebular emission, but they may actually promote a low optical depth. As SN-driven bubbles expand in the ISM and eventually blow out of the galaxy, they create low-density passages that aid photon escape (Clarke & Oey 2002) . Like Lyman-break galaxies, the Peas have large SFRs and spatially distributed star formation, which enhance the ISM porosity (Clarke & Oey 2002) . In addition, with their young ages, the Peas may be at the optimal time for the escape of Lyman-continuum radiation; they are old enough for SNe and stellar winds to begin to reshape the ISM, but young enough to possess large numbers of UV-luminous massive O or WR stars.
The CLOUDY models for the WR and shock-heating scenarios at n = 100 cm −3 are generally optically thick or borderline optically thin. Models at higher densities favor lower optical depths but could still be consistent with optically thin nebulae if the inner radii are sufficiently small and shocks are negligible. Nevertheless, at all densities, the Peas may be more optically thin than the models suggest. For instance, optically thick clumps tend to dilute the signature of density-bounding (e.g., Oey et al. 2000; Giammanco et al. 2005) . The CLOUDY models further assume that the emission originates from a single nebular region or identical nebulae. In reality, the emission is the sum of the emission from multiple nebulae, which may have different levels of ionization. Low-ionization emission from other nebulae or a companion galaxy could lower the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and cause the gas to appear more optically thick than it actually is.
The extreme Peas may therefore have high escape fractions for ionizing radiation. However, further observations are needed to diagnose their optical depths and distinguish among the potential ionizing sources. We are obtaining deeper spectra of the extreme Peas to confirm or refute the existence of shocks and to constrain the WR population. Observations of massive stars in low-metallicity galaxies are also critical to understand homogeneous stellar evolution and the stellar spectra of low-metallicity O and WR stars.
SUMMARY
The Green Peas are a rare class of compact, emissionline galaxies at z = 0.1 − 0.3 with unusually powerful [O iii] emission and the potential for a high escape fraction. Through their high ionization emission, extreme star-formation intensities, and clumpy morphologies, the Green Peas provide a glimpse of massive star feedback and ionizing photon propagation in high redshift galaxies. While the large [O iii]/[O ii] ratios of the Peas may indicate a low optical depth, high ionization lines such as He ii and [Ar iv] in the SDSS spectra show evidence for strong, high-energy emission. Using stellar population and nebular photoionization models, we have investigated the ionizing sources and optical depths for six of the highest ionization Peas.
The six extreme Peas are young and powerful starbursts, with high electron temperatures of ∼ 15, 000 K and densities of 100-1000 cm −3 . Their high Balmerline EWs indicate young ages of 3.7-5.1 Myr, according to Starburst99 instantaneous burst models. We detect the He i λ3819 line in emission in several objects and in stacked spectra, which corroborates the young ages. The λ3819 line sets an upper limit of 3 Myr on the ages for an instantaneous burst and 10 Myr for continuous star formation (González Delgado et al. 1999) .
The Peas' young ages and the presence of He ii λ4686 emission set strong constraints on the possible ionizing sources in the Peas. No WR features are visible in stacked spectra of the Peas. However, we tentatively detect WR features in Peas J101157, J145735, and J030321. The narrow FWHMs (3-5Å) of the He ii emission suggest a nebular origin or a narrow WNL stellar feature.
Using the WNL line luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008) and Guseva et al. (2000) , we calculate the number of WNL stars necessary to produce the observed λ4686 emission as a stellar feature. The high resulting WR/O ratios and the 3σ Si iii λ4565 detection limits rule out the required WNL population for the Z < 0.2 Z ⊙ case, but a WNL population with Z ≥ 0.2 Z ⊙ is possible. However, a higher-metallicity WNL population may not be consistent with the Peas' low measured metallicities.
Alternatively, the observed He ii may result from photoionization by hot stars. CLOUDY photoionization models (Ferland et al. 1998) of single-star H ii regions demonstrate that ordinary O stars are not hot enough to provide the necessary He + -ionizing flux. CLOUDY models using early-type WR stars, with core temperatures above 70,000 K, fit most of the observed line ratios. From the ionizing photon rates of Smith et al. (2002) , we estimate the number of WNE and WCE stars needed to produce the observed He ii. The resulting WR/O ratios are consistent with Starburst99 instantaneous burst models, but the lack of broad He ii emission in most objects eliminates the WCE stars as the dominant cause of the emission. Starburst99 and CLOUDY models likewise show that only 4-5 Myr starbursts, which contain a substantial WR population, can simultaneously match the Peas' [O iii]/[O ii] and He ii emission.
Putative chemically homogeneous O stars could explain He ii emission in galaxies without WR features (Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) . These stars may form at low metallicity (e.g., Maeder 1987; Yoon et al. 2006) and can theoretically reach effective temperatures much higher than ordinary O stars (Brott et al. 2011a ). CLOUDY single-star H ii region models with the 60,000 K stellar model of Kudritzki (2002) We rule out an AGN contribution to the He ii emission at the 10% level, using the diagnostic diagram of Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) . Likewise, we find that HMXBs cannot be the source of the He ii ionization. Using the models of Linden et al. (2010) , we calculate the expected number of luminous HMXBs in the Peas. Even assuming that each HMXB is a ULX, with the high nebular He ii λ4686 luminosity of Holmberg II X-1 (Kaaret et al. 2004) , the resulting emission is an order of magnitude too low.
Fast, radiative shocks are an alternative mechanism for the production of He ii (Guseva et al. 2000; Thuan & Izotov 2005) , and the existence of fast shocks is supported by the high velocity Balmer-line wings (Amorín et al. 2012b) and [O i] and [N i] emission in the Peas. To account for the contribution of shocks to the observed emission, we use the line emission predictions of the Mappings III shock models (Allen et al. 2008 ) for different magnetic field strengths and velocities. Assuming shocks generate all of the He ii emission, we subtract the shock contribution from the observed line ratios. After correcting for shock emission, the nebular line ratios indicate a lower optical depth, particularly for slower shocks. Based on the Hα luminosities from the shock models, the first SNe, exploding 3.5-4 Myr after an instantaneous burst, could produce the observed He ii emission. Younger ages could be possible if infalling gas or mergers are the cause of the shocks.
Although the precise origin of the He ii emission is still uncertain, the CLOUDY models show that the Peas may be optically thin. Models with higher densities and larger inner radii imply lower optical depths. If the He ii is due to WR stars, models with inner radii ≥ 50 pc and densities ∼ 100 cm −3 support both optically thick and optically thin scenarios, while models with the same inner radii and n = 1000 cm −3 support a low optical depth. Including the effects of shocks lowers the estimated optical depth further, and the presence of density inhomogeneities or emission from multiple nebulae may also lead us to overestimate the optical depth.
The low levels of extinction, intense star formation, and young ages of the Green Peas make them ideal candidates for escaping ionizing radiation. The nebular emission of the Peas with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, their high densities, and the likely presence of shocks in these objects suggest that they may be leaking ionizing photons into the IGM, and their ages may optimize photon escape. In these 3-4 Myr starbursts, stellar feedback is likely beginning to carve out passages in the ISM for the escape of ionizing photons, while large numbers of massive stars are still available to produce Lyman-continuum photons. However, the data are still inconclusive, and future observations are necessary to establish the escape fraction of the Green Peas. These galaxies offer a rare opportunity to study high-redshift star formation conditions, the effects of stellar feedback on the ISM, and the propagation of ionizing photons from star clusters to the IGM.
